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About BMet
We are a large further education college in Birmingham with approximately 800 staff and around 
10,000 students made up a fairly even split of 16-18 and adult vocational, A’ level, higher education 
learners as well as apprentices. We have 3 large campuses and additional satellite centres – each 
with their own idiosyncrasies and curriculum provision including construction, engineering, 
horticulture, sport, health and social care, computing, creative services, dentistry, and ESOL. 
Over two thirds of our students come from the most deprived wards in Birmingham and therefore 
for the UK. We are fiercely proud of our student population representing the City’s multicultural 
and vibrant community. In 2023/24 the student population consisted of 69.9% Black, Asian and 
Minority Ethnic (BAME) students, 4.0% Other White groups and 22.2% White British. 3.9% have not 
provided their ethnic status. Of the BAME students, Black African learners are the single largest 
group (16.8% of overall student population) followed by Pakistani students at 14.2% of the overall 
student population.

Our employee profile data (from November 2023) shows that 29.8% are from a Black, Asian or 
Minority Ethnic background (BAME), 57.2% White British, 3.3% White Other and 7.0% not known 
(+2.8% prefer not to say). 

Supporting Managers to Lead Anti-racism Conversations with their 
Teams; utilising the BLG SALT framework alongside the High Performing 
Teams model to prioritise anti-racism and to focus on behaviours that 
support the College’s ongoing work.
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Our starting point
Approaching 2021/22 we had established fairly solid foundations and had a range of existing 
mechanisms supporting the College’s work to drive diversity and inclusion. These included: 
• A Diversity and Inclusion strategy incorporating actions and activities around increasing 

participation of under-represented groups; for example improving the ethnic diversity in 
leadership

• Staff and student networks, ambassadors and champions building capacity around D&I
• Range of staff and student engagement activities – surveys, focus groups etc 
• Engagement with the Student Commission of Racial Justice (SCRG) and Leaders Unlocked with 

students completing the SCRG annual survey and informing a college action plan
• A new framework of High Performing Teams (HPT) with characteristics and behaviours to 

support an inclusive and high performing college

The implementation of ‘unconscious bias’ training, as part of a package of building the EDI skills of 
staff, sessions on integrating a Black Curriculum and the roll out of a Black Leadership Programme  
prior to this had however variable impact and highlighted the amount of work we needed to do. Our 
intentions were good and whilst we got some things right, we also got a lot wrong. Our learnings 
informed the work to come; a particular and determined approach to focus on the behaviours we 
need to deliver change.

It was important to develop the skills and abilities of all our managers and to ensure our 
approach considered all aspects of operational life to support this development.  The 
impact on learners is key but so is the impact on staff and our stakeholders.
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Engaging the 10 Point Plan – a timeline
In September 2021, further to affiliation with BLG, we recruited 
a number of BAME staff for our ‘induction’ events which were 
held across October. These were events that involved a good 
representation of BAME staff across areas, our directors, 
governors and all members of our Senior Leadership Team. The 
events, facilitated by BLG, provided an opportunity for shared 
stories and, using the 10 Point Plan, shaping the areas for action. 
 
The Senior Leadership Team protected time to discuss and 
agree the priorities for action, settling on 4 strands of activity: 
an inclusive curriculum, professional development; staff 
recruitment and optics and messaging. 

A decision to work with both the BLG SALT framework, AND the 
HPT framework was made; there being a clear link between both 
with characteristics and behaviours to be encouraged.  This was 
shared with all staff. 
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In November 2021 - Managers and leaders participated in a HPT session where characteristics and 
behaviours were explored and agreed. Our managers’ profiles were plotted on the SALT framework 
(lots in lively and true and less in shared and ambitious!) and discussions informed how we might 
want to work and take forward activities.
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In December 2021 a Leaders Unlocked event gave staff alongside students an opportunity to 
explore racial equality and develop tangible recommendations for the college to take forward.   
In January 2022 staff reps from across teams attended a 10-point plan briefing to take back to 
departments. Directors Development and Managers Q&A sessions were held to develop managers 
and leaders’ confidence to introduce our strands of activity and the HPT/SALT framework.   
Managers were encouraged to practise how they would deliver their message their teams. See 
personal accounts.

From February 2022 managers cascaded through their direct reports and rolled out to teams.  In 
the same month the first of our student and staff ‘Equalitea and talks’ for Race Equality Week were 
launched with the 10-point plan and anti-racism on the menu for discussion. 

Alongside these activities our Principal bulletins, our Vice Principal weekly newsletters and 
Sharepoint news posts kept staff informed of our work. All staff were expected to complete an 
online MIE Anti-Racism for Educators training course and for the first time adopt a D&I objective in 
their professional development plan for the year. We looped in the work of BRAP and the blueprint 
for Birmingham to become an anti-racist city and commenced our work with Birmingham Race 
Impact Group.



2022-2023 – Keeping momentum through team and personal objectives, staff 
development, College West Midlands Race Equality workstreams, Action Learning Sets and 
Professional Learning Communities. The introduction of Personal Journals for staff which 
replaced the college’s  Professional Development Review system signalled a radical change 
in approach

In March 2022 – Leaders and Managers were assigned Action Learning Sets as a mechanism to 
collaborate, share, and problem solve, and to hone their skills.
In June 2022 we also took a lead on a new Race Equality Steering Group for Colleges West 
Midlands. Where colleges shared their data to develop collective actions to take forward.

In December 2022 a new SCRJ student survey focussed on experience of college life.  
Recommendations by students taken forward and embedded in the college action plan. 

In the Spring term of 2023 our BAME staff engaged with the BLG lived experience project 
which involved a survey and optional in-depth interviews. The report published by BLG included 
recommendations that were shared with governors and informed our college action plan.
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Strands of Activity 
It was important that the four strands of activity we chose had SALT and HPT behaviours at their 
heart.  For example

Integrating into professional development - sharing practice events, sharing lived experiences 
(e.g “call me by my name” sessions), taking conversational approaches and engendering optimism 
with a range of external speakers.

Inclusive Curriculum – collaboration and shared practice key with Professional Learning 
Communities established and curriculum areas working together to develop banks of materials on 
positive contributions BAME people.  

Staff recruitment - working group set up engaging volunteers with a range of views to look at 
how we improve workforce diversity and recruitment experiences for applicants and new recruits, 
developing a recruitment journey from an anti-racist perspective. 

Optics and messaging – a renewed effort to improve visual representation and positive optics and 
also improve the way we communicate our messages – using honesty and transparency. The HPT 
framework supported a BMet Communicates guide and Make Meetings Matter guide.
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Impact 
There has been some real tangible impact from the work we 
have done in the last couple of years and there are also the 
aspects that you can ‘feel’ but are difficult to measure – for 
example we have noticed that HPT language was quite quickly 
adopted with colleagues and it has been increasingly used to 
call others out or to illustrate high performing or inclusive ways 
of working. 

• Anti-racism is firmly on the agenda. There is a clear area 
of focus and shared experiences have led to an increase in 
understanding with a by-product of advancing inclusion for 
other groups.

• We have much more collaborative working across teams, departments and sites. Our 
consultation mechanisms are also enabling staff to influence organisational development 
fostering a culture of collaboration and inclusion. “Listening to” and “consulting staff” was 
noted as one of the top 5 themes of things for ‘One thing to CONTINUE’ (staff survey 2023 – 420 
responses).  “I’ve really felt this year that I have been listened to more and this has really given 
me the confidence to speak up”

• The full staff survey held in September 23 highlighted improvements from the previous survey 
with 86% of respondents saying “I am proud to be a member of staff at BMet” (+3% from 
2022) and 75% stating “I feel valued at work”; and 90% that “BMet is a diverse and inclusive 
organisation” (+4% from 2022).

• The staff recruitment project is improving representation. We have improved the ethnic 
diversity of our workforce (+4% from 2022 to 2023) and our tracking of applicants shows that 
we are reaching a diverse talent pool with our Asian candidates having the highest rate of being 
shortlisted for further consideration. 

• For student achievement and ethnicity, the differential between highest and lowest achievers 
has decreased from 11.8% in 21/22 to 9.1% in 22/23 (*where there are 100 students or more).  
We have a target that all groups will be within 5% of the college average.
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Specific examples on BMet’s Inclusive Journey 
toward becoming an Anti Racist College Sway 
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Contact Details
To affiliate or for further information,
please email exec@blackleadershipgroup.com


